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ABSTRACT 

PALM PRINT IDENTIFICATION 
Belal Ali Mesbah Jebriel 

M.S., Electrical and Electronic Engineering Department 

Supervisor: Assist. Prof. Dr. Hakan Tora 

May 2018, 84 pages 

 
This thesis explores the appropriateness of identifying palm prints through a standard 
database and a classifier. This study uses two sets of databases, CASIA and IIT, 
which contain left hand and right hand images. The features of the local binary 
pattern (LBP) and histogram of oriented gradients (HOG) are extracted from the 
images by MATLAB. Training and testing sets are created from these features. A 
multilayer neural network and support vector machines (SVM) with two separate 
kernels, linear and quadratic, are trained and tested on the selected databases. The 
chosen features are empirically compared with one another. Better results have been 
accomplished in HOG for both classifiers. In addition, the performance of the 
classifiers are evaluated. It has been observed that the neural network achieves better 
results than SVM for LBP features of both datasets. On the other hand, for HOG 
features, they do not display many advantages over one another. 
Keywords: palm print identification, local binary pattern (LBP), histogram of 
oriented gradients (HOG), neural networks, support vector machine (SVM). 
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ÖZ 
AVUÇ İÇİ TANIMLAMASI 

Belal  A.Mesbah Jebriel  

Yüksek Lisans, Elektrik ve Elektronik Mühendisliği Bölümü 

Tez Yöneticisi: Yrd.Doç.Dr. Hakan Tora 

Mayis 2018, 84 sayfa 

    

Bu tez, standart bir veritabanı ve bir temizleyici aracılığıyla avuç izi tanımlanmasının 
uygunluğunu araştırmaktadır. Bu çalışma, sol el ve sağ el görüntüleri içeren 
veritabanları CASIA ve IIT için iki öznitelik kümesi kullanmaktadır. Yerel ikili 
örüntü (YİÖ) ve yönlü gradyan histogram (YGH) öznitelikleri, MATLAB tarafından 
görüntülerden elde edilmiştir. Eğitim ve test setleri bu özelliklerden oluşturuldu. Çok 
katmanlı katmanlı bir sinir ağı ve lineer ve kuadratik kernel kullanan destek vektör 
makineleri (DVM), seçilen veritabanlarında eğitilmiş ve test edilmiştir. Seçilen 
özellikler deneysel olarak birbirleriyle karşılaştırılmıştır. Her iki sınıflandırıcı için 
YGH'de daha iyi sonuçlar elde edilmiştir. Ayrıca, sınıflandırıcıların performansı da 
değerlendirilmiştir. Sinir ağın, her iki veri setinin YİÖ öznitelikleri için SVM'den 
daha iyi sonuçlar verdiği gözlenmiştir. Ancak, YGH özellikleri için birbirlerine göre 
çok fazla avantajları yoktur. 
 
Anahtar Kelimeler: Avuç izi tanımlama, yerel ikili örüntü (YİÖ), yönlü gradyan 
histogramı (YGH), sinir ağları, destek vektör makinesi (DVM). 
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CHAPTER 1 

INTRODUCTION 

Biometrics is used in technology for the identity of people or for their confirmation 
based on behavioral and/or physiological characteristics. It overcomes the 
weaknesses of traditional personal identification techniques, including knowledge 
based and rule based approaches. Here, we will discuss biometrics, but briefly and 
succinctly [1, 2]. 
As a result of the rapid development of Internet applications and the resulting 
security problems, we need to identify personal identities reliably, automatically and 
quickly in line with the current speed of applications needing to know or confirm the 
identity of the user. Traditional personal identity schemes are divided into two 
approaches: knowledge based (such as passports, passwords and identity cards) and 
biometrics based. However, there are some problems in these approaches. In a 
knowledge based approach, to a certain extent, knowledge can be guessed, forgotten 
or shared. An important weakness in symbolic approaches is that the code can be 
easily stolen or lost thereby allowing anyone to use it, and because of such cases, 
companies or people may incur financial loss. As an example, according to the 
Nilsson Report, in 2005, MasterCard, Visa, American Express and Discover incurred 
US$1.14 billion in losses due to fraud. 
Between 20% and 50% of all helpdesk calls are for password resets and each 
password resets costs approximately $70. 
In 2005, 9.3 million US citizens suffered from identity theft incurring a loss of 
$54.4 billion. How many victims have their personal identities stolen? What are the 
effects suffered by the victims? 
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These figures strongly suggest that we need a more effective and reliable solution to 
human identity management. The best method is biometrics. It is used in large-scale 
human identity management projects such as Hong Kong’s bio-identity card, the US 
Visit program, and the vital passport of the European Union. Biometrics are also 
applied to many other applications, including access control, computer logins, and 
financial transaction authentication. Thus, biometrics being used to determine or 
confirm personal identity is clearly expanding. In 2003, global biometric revenues 
amounted to only $719 million, while projected revenues in 2008 were $639 million. 
This large increase in use needs, in turn, to increase research and studies on 
biometrics in order to avoid any defects in their use. 
1.1 Biometric Traits 
The proposed human characteristics as biometric characteristics have many 
advantages and disadvantages. There is no biometric feature that is free of defects. 
We will briefly describe some biometrics where a biometric method is selected 
depending on application needs. 
Deoxyribonucleic acid (DNA): DNA, which contains all genetic instructions for 
organ development, is usually used in forensic investigation and body identification. 
With the exception of identical twins, everyone has a unique DNA pattern. DNA 
helps to identify unknown persons and confirm their presence in certain places that 
may be the scene of a crime as well as the detect perpetrators. By collecting samples 
of skin, blood or hair where a crime may have occurred, DNA can help to identify 
anonymous persons. One of the main concerns of using DNA for personal 
identification is privacy as DNA contains all genetic information, including genetic 
disorders [3]. 
The face is a good biometric feature and is widely used as proximity is not requred 
and cooperation from subjects is also not required. Because facial features are almost 
identical in identical twins, the face will not contain sufficient information to 
differentiate them. Another difficulty inherent in the use of the face for personal 
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identification is that facial images can be affected by the environment when taking 
pictures, as well as by facial expressions such as sadness or joy, in addition to aging, 
and some diseases that change the shape or features of the face. 
As a result, in a security environment requiring high security, facial recognition is 
not used for personal identification. Nevertheless, it remains one of the most 
important features used in monitoring situations. 
Fingerprints: The identification of pattern on the fingers is the most mature 
biotechnology. The current automated footprint systems have performed very 
efficiently, making their use widespread for long-term identification. Fingerprint 
patterns contain rich features, including the minute Point Spacing guidance area and 
pores, all of which are unique. Identical twins possess the same DNA; however, their 
fingerprints differ, which helps to separate and differentiate between identical twins. 
One of the good features that helped spread the use of fingerprint recognition 
systems is that fingerprint scanners are small and cheap, so they have been 
incorporated in some laptop devices, mobile phones and PDAs. Fingerprint 
recognition systems are used in many large projects for human identity management. 
For example, they are used in the Hong Kong ID card. All these features 
characterized by fingerprint systems make them widely used. However, there are 
defects and problems which cause reductions in the use of these systems and the 
most prominent of these defects includes the change of fingerprints due to aging and 
genetic problems. 
The iris, the color pattern in the eye is a highly informative biometric feature. This 
approach is unique and stable throughout life. Iris recognition systems can currently 
be used for the support of real-time, large-scale identification from up to millions of 
recordings and images captured at resolutions of up to 3 megapixels. 
Identification in hand geometry systems is based on hand measurements, such as 
finger length, hand width and palm size, taken from each person’s hand and recorded 
in the database. Hand geometry is a widely accepted, highly efficient biometric. It is 
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usually applied to control access. However, hand geometry has only limited 
information, so it is only suitable for verification and one-to-one comparisons. The 
size of the equipment used to take pictures is another problem that is reduced by the 
use of these systems. 
In recent years, palm printing has been investigated and all problems related to palm 
prints have been studied. Researchers have focused on the development of accurate 
verification algorithms such that it was proposed to extract various features and 
matching algorithms and classification for personal identification. Researchers 
worked on combining the biometric characteristics of fingerprints and different 
features or features of fingerprints to succeed in obtaining outputs by a small error 
rate when used to verify identity. Another problem is when using a database that 
includes a large number of users and is the identification or confirmation of personal 
identity through the palm fingerprint in real time. Note that speed recognition is a 
precision of the important things to be considered. Recent research by researchers 
has also focused on the need for a high degree of security in biometric systems. As a 
result, a range of preventive measures has been proposed in an attempt to protect 
palm prints. 
A palm print, the interior surface of the palm, has rich features including principal 
lines, wrinkles, fine points, single points and textures. These features are quite 
successful in confirming and/or identifying a person. Currently, studies and research 
on palm printing are conducted with two approaches, namely low-precision and 
high-precision approaches. Forensic applications use high-precision approaches 
because they are of high cost, while low-precision approaches are suitable for 
commercial applications because they are less expensive. Chapter 2 presents a 
detailed discussion about palm print recognition. 
The signature, which is often used in transactions, including commercial, legal and 
governmental, because they are characterized by ease and simplicity. Any person can 
use a special signature for each application that needs to be signed to confirm 
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identity without problems; however, a signature cannot identify a person accurately. 
Signatures are affected by many of the physical effects a person experiences, such as 
injury of the hand used to sign, or emotional issues such as grief or depression. 
Moreover, there are professional people who specialize in forging signatures, thereby 
making the signature usable by other people. 
The voice is a mixture of both behavioral and physiological biometrics that depend 
on the shape and size of the vocal chords that generate a particular sound tone for 
each person. Voice recognition is usually applied to phone-based applications and, 
therefore, no additional input sensors are needed. Moreover, the voice is not a feature 
with great stability and there are more similarities between people’s voices than 
differences; therefore, there is difficulty in recognizing the voice accurately. Current 
sound recognition systems cannot separate the sounds of identical twins. Voice also 
changes due to medical conditions, emotional state and aging. 
Other biometrics, including gait, lip print, brain signals, ears, teeth, retina, smell, 
keystrokes, elevations, weights, and gender have been suggested. These can be used 
in special applications where these features provide the conditions required by the 
application used to confirm personal identity. 
1.2 Design of Biometric Systems 
Five basic goals to consider when designing biometrics are accuracy, environmental 
constraints, speedy calculation, security and cost. In Figure 1.1, the various stages are 
interconnected in a relationship in which the bond may be linear or reversible. For 
example, the relationship between accuracy and speed of calculation is inversely 
correlated. 
System accuracy improves when users are restricted within the system. For example, 
many samples are given to users to train the system, and security can be increased by 
increasing the cost. Increasing the number of sensors has a major and important 
effect to help to detect fraud as well as to confirm identity. 
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In some applications, some environmental restrictions, such as memory usage, power 
consumption, size of templates and hardware size, must be studied in design. 
A personal digital assistant (PDA) requires a biometric system that uses a small 
memory and low operation capacity because it operates on an electrical charging 
system. It has a specific memory storage volume. These requirements are not 
important in fixed systems because they have large memories for data storage and 
they are powered directly by mains electricity. 

 
Figure 1.1: Interrelationships between different objectives in the design of a biometric 

system 

1.3 Biometric Security 
Despite all the advantages of biometrics over traditional methods of authentication in 
terms of security, it has some gaps or problems that make them not fully secure. 
Figure 1.2 shows a number of points (points 1 to 6) that are open to restoring the 
database from brute force attacks [4, 5, 6]. 
In point 1, the system can be impersonated using counterfeit biometrics such as 
artificial dorsal fingerprints and face masks. In point 2, it is possible to pass Levine’s 
tests in sensors using a pre-recorded biometric signal such as a fingerprint image. 
This is called a re-attack. In point 3, the original output features can be replaced with 
a predefined feature using a Trojan to avoid the extraction feature. In point 4, it is 
possible to use brute force and re-attacks as well as offering many synthetic 
templates or template presets. At point 5, the original matching scores can be 
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replaced with matching scores in advance using a Trojan in addition to the possibility 
of inserting templates or modifying the templates in the database by unauthorized 
persons to access the database. In point 6, it is possible to override the result of the 
system decision and collect matches and use them to generate images in the 
registered database [7]. 

 
Figure 1.2: Possible points of attack in a biometric system 

1.4 Problems Raised by Biometrics 
Some unauthorized intruders may have access to data in the system through the 
possibility of intrusion into the system and access to user data. There are issues of 
revenge in biometric systems that include unintended applications, unintended 
functions and template sharing [8]. 
Unintended functions include private information of a confidential nature that may 
be extracted and used for non-authentication and verification of personal identity 
from biometrics for the containment of very specific information. DNA containing 
all genetic information, including sex, ethnicity, physical disorders and mental 
illnesses can be employed for discrimination. Psychological disorders, such as 
schizophrenia and Down syndrome, can be detected through some palm line patterns 
after extracting information from them so as to attempt to avoid the development of 
these disorders [9]. 
Unintended applications include an number of biometric features that can be 
collected without people’s awareness. Face and iris are two typical examples which 
governments and organizations can utilize for tracking. 
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1.5 Motivation and Summary of the Work 
Many distinguishing features are used for the purpose of verifying personal identity 
or conformity; however, here we will focus on printing palms and using the 
information extracted from them so that this information can be matched with the 
database in the system and users’ personal identification. Palm printing is preferred 
because it is distinctive and easily captured by simple devices compared with other 
methods such as fingerprints or iris [10]. 
Here, the focus is on studying each image and extracting the feature for each image. 
Extraction feature is the process of extracting information specific to all palm 
printing images for use in the classification of personal identification. Three main 
categories of information are used in each picture: 
– Line-based approach 
– The Appearance approach 
– Approach-based texture 
The two methods we will use for the purpose research is the Local Binary Pattern 
and Histogram of Oriented Gradients. 
This research is divided into five chapters. The first chapter explains the motivation 
behind the research. The second chapter follows the review about palm print 
research. The third chapter discusses the features extraction. The fourth chapter 
presents experimental results and the fifth chapter presents the conclusions of the 
research, followed by references. 
The simplicity of the equipment used to capture palm prints and distinguish them has 
led to a preference for the use of other methods such as iris scanning and 
fingerprinting. For example, expensive iris devices may instill fear in people of 
negative effects on their eyes. Thus, palm prints are suitable for everyone as it is non-
intrusive does not require any personal information from the user. 
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• Palm print images contain more information and need only low precision image 
capturing devices when compared with fingerprint recognition. 
• Some users fear eye injury when using iris scanning for identification, whereas 
identity can be confirmed by means of palm printing without fear of damage to the 
user; furthermore, ease of use lowers the cost of the technology. 
In the last decade, there has been important and rapid development in the use of 
biotechnology. 
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CHAPTER 2 

SURVEY OF PALM PRINT RECOGNITION 

Researchers have worked more closely on the development of verification algorithms 
to connect to high accuracy by extracting different features of images and using 
different techniques and algorithms for the matching. In order for scientists to reach a 
level of high accuracy, the various biometric characteristics of palm prints were 
combined, including the different features for palm print images. 
Another problem that scientists have solved when dealing with a database that has a 
large number of users is the need to recognize the printing of palms in real time. 
Finally, researchers have been working to increase security in biometric systems, 
taking into account both accuracy and speed because they are important factors in 
evaluating the efficiency of biometric systems. In this section, we present an 
explanation of the evolution in the field of palm printing and its current uses. 
2.1 Introduction 
The internal surface of the palm print has three basic objects: 
– Principal lines 
– Wrinkles 
– Ridges 
Both the main wrinkles and the flexural wrinkles are formed during pregnancy in 
utero between the third and fifth months [11]; however, the surface lines appear after 
birth. The features of these wrinkles are not genetically fixed, so even in the case of 
similar parallels in their DNA, twins have different palm prints. The question arises 
as to whether much information about personal identity that can be drawn from these 
patterns and whether we can differentiate between identical twins. A long time ago, 
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there was interest in palm print lines. Recently, some genetic diseases such as 
Down’s syndrome have been linked to palm lines. There are two types of palm print 
recognition approach: 
– The low accuracy approach 
– The high accuracy approach 
In low accuracy mode, low accuracy images are used, while in high accuracy mode, 
high accuracy images are used. The accuracy of the policy used is determined by the 
area of use. For example, in forensic applications, the approach used is a high 
accuracy approach [12]. In cases of commercial and civil applications, such as 
logging in and out, the low accuracy approach is followed. In general, for low 
accuracy, images are at about 150 dpi or less resolution, and for high accuracy 
images, they are at about 400 dpi or more. Figure 2.1 shows images of palm print in 
low accuracy and high accuracy cases. Singular points, finer points and hillside 
extraction can be extracted if high accuracy images are used as features of these 
images, while textures, lines and wrinkles are used if low accurate images are used as 
features of these images. At the beginning of palm print research, the high accuracy 
approach was the focus, but for now most studies and research focuses on low 
accuracy approaches for a multitude of applications . We will also consider only a 
low accuracy approach using a previously prepared database. 
For further clarification, this part is divided into the following set of parts: In 
Section 2.2, the profile provides a general overview of current research in palm 
prints, the scanners used to scan palm prints, pre-processing or initialization of palm 
prints, feature extraction, matching, fusion, identification in big databases and 
security. Section 2.3 discusses performance, comparisons and privacy issues related 
to the recognition of palm prints. Section 2.4 presents some concluding observations. 
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Figure 2.1: Palm print features in (a) a high accuracy image and (b) a low accuracy image 

2.2 Current Research 
2.2.1 Overview 
The basic components of a palm print recognition system are stationary. The palm 
print scanner collects palm print images. Next is the pre-processing when the system 
selects a certain point as a start in the palm print image to take the coordinates of 
them and crop the region of interest to extract the features from the region. Feature 
extraction is the operation of extracting song features from the processed image in 
the previous stage so that these features are characteristic of each palm print. The 
final stage is the comparison between the features that represent each palm print to 
decide the conformity of the non-conformance [1]. 
2.2.2 Palm print Scanners 
Palm print images can be collected in different ways such as with digital scanners 
(keeping the hand still), video cameras and digital cameras. So far, only two research 
teams have CCD based palm print scanners [3, 5]. Researchers at the Hong Kong 
Polytechnic University have produced a CCD-based palm print scanner, as shown in 
Figure 2.2. Generally speaking, CCD-based palm print scanners can capture high-
quality images and scanners with pagers can control manual orientation and 
alignment. A palm print can be aligned with high accuracy. When digital scanners 
are used to collect palm prints, they are cost-effective. However, there is a problem 
with the scan time needed by the scanner to scan the input image which causes the 
inability to verify in real time. When collecting palm prints using video cameras and 
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digital cameras, the collection of images is carried out without direct contact between 
the camera and the hand. 
Figure 2.2 shows a CCD-based palm print scanner for image collection of palm 
prints and Figure 2.3 shows a digitally scanned image of a palm print. 

 
Figure 2.2: CCD-based palm print scanners 

 
Figure 2.3: When using a digital scanner for an image 

2.2.3 Pre-processing 
The purpose of the pre-processing is to obtain the region of interest from the full 
image for the palm print, from which is the extraction of the feature of printing the 
palm. In most cases, the points between the fingers are used as reference points to 
determine the coordinate system in the pre-processing algorithms. Pre-processing 
usually involves five common steps: 1) acquisition of palm images either directly or 
from the database; 2) drawing a palm image to acquire the area of interest and the 
fingers through which coordinates are determined; 3) Key points are detected, 
4) Creating a coordinate system to obtain the attention area of the total picture to 
print the palm and 5) Extraction of the area of interest from the total image. 
Figure 2.4(a) illustrates the key points and Figure 2.4(b) shows a pre-processed 
image. In all pre-processing algorithms, the first and second stages are fixed. 
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However, the third step has several different implementations to detect the main 
points between the fingers, which includes wavelet-based, bisector-based and 
tangent-based. Furthermore, Han detects points in the middle of fingers and 
constructs lines passing through fingertips and the points to set up a coordinate 
system [5]. Note that all these approaches only use information on finger borders, 
while Kumar et al. proposed using all information in a palm print [13], which takes 
the form of an ellipse in the form of palm print image. The coordinate system of the 
image is created according to the direction of the ellipse. After determining the 
points and obtaining coordinate systems in the palm print, the central area of the 
image is cropped and represents the region of interest. In most cases, the shape of the 
region of interest is cut by the pre-processing algorithms and is a square. However, 
some algorithms may take these spaces in other shapes, such the half-elliptic shape 
and the circular shape. 

 
Figure 2.4: Pre-processing: (a) Key points based on finger boundary 

and (b) Central parts for feature extraction 

2.2.4 Feature Extraction and Matching 
The researchers’ methods are more versatile in extracting features and comparing the 
collected images after the pre-processing. Feature extraction algorithms can be 
classified into five categories as line-based, global statistically-based, local 
statistically-based, subspace-based and coding-based. However, classification of 
some of them is difficult. 
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- Line-Based Approach 
Looking at a palm print image, the most obvious features are lines in the image. To 
extract palm lines, researchers rely on sophisticated edge detection techniques and 
have developed edge detection devices. The extracted palm lines are matched in two 
ways, either directly, where the lines extracted from each image are compared, or in 
other forms of matching that are highly effective. Although at the beginning of palm 
print research some researchers concentrated on the line-based approach, it is not the 
focus of current palm print research since it would be difficult to use low accuracy 
images to extract lines in the image. 
- Subspace-Based Approach 
The approach based on the sub-space approach can also be called appearance-based 
on the literature of facial recognition based primarily on Independent Component 
Analysis (ICA), Linear Discriminate Analysis (LDA) and Principal Component 
Analysis (PCA) where subspace coefficients in this type represent the characteristic. 
Different distance measures and classifiers are used to compare features for each 
image. With direct application on palm print images for PCA, LDA and ICA, 
specialists install wavelets, discrete cosine change (DCT) and bits in their techniques. 
Researchers also develop new subspace algorithms and examine them on palm 
prints. Therefore, the subspace-based approach does not utilize of any earlier 
learning of palm prints. 
- Statistical Approach 
This approach is divided into two types: the local and comprehensive statistical 
approaches. In the local statistical approach, images are converted to another domain 
followed by the image being divided into small areas . Local statistics are then 
calculated for each small area, which represents the means and differences for each 
small area, and which are characteristic of these small areas. Gabor channels, 
wavelets and Fourier changes are inspected. The small regions are commonly square 
but some of them are elliptical or circular. 
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- Coding Approach 
This approach is made by coding filter responses considered as features. Gabor filters 
are commonly applied in this approach. Phase and orientation features are encoded. 
To achieve high speed for matching, the encoding process creates a bitwise 
exemplification. The high speed matching is performed by bitwise hamming distance 
or bitwise angular distance. These two bitwise distances are equivalent. 
- Other Approaches 
In addition to the previous approaches, a number of algorithms are difficult to 
classify. These algorithms use an assortment of methods for processing images, 
extracting palm printing features, and use standard classification tools without 
making the final decision for conformity or non-conformity [14]. 
- Matching 
Several of the presently used classifiers, most notably Neural Networks, hamming 
distance, hidden Markov models, Euclidian distance, various measures, including 
cosine measure, correlation filters, and weight Euclidian distance are examined. 
2.2.5 Fusion 
Fusion is a positive approach to raising accuracy. Biometric attributes, such as finger 
surface as well as face and hand shape, have been combined with palm prints at score 
level or at representation level. Combining other hand features, such as hand 
geometry and finger surface with palm prints, has an inherent advantage since these 
features and palm prints can be extracted from a single hand image. One sensor is 
enough. Researchers have calculated diverse fusion rules, including average, sum, 
minimum, maximum, neural networks and support vectors. In addendum to 
combining different biometric traits with palm prints, researchers also fuse different 
features, including appearance-based, line and texture features from palm prints. 
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2.2.6 Identification in Large Databases 
When using large databases, the most difficult problem that researchers seek to 
overcome is to determine real time. Three diverse approaches, namely classification, 
hierarchy and brute-force, have been proposed to solve this problem. In the hierarchy 
approach, the features are simple but they are highly computational to retrieve a 
subset of prefabricated templates in a particular database for further comparison. 
Although the hierarchical approach increases matching speed, it sacrifices accuracy. 
Target palm prints are possible to be removed by the classifiers using the simple 
features. 
Classification is another approach to address this problem. Each palm print in a given 
database is specified to a class. Wu et al. define six classes based on the number of 
principal lines and the number of their intersections [15]. The six classes are 
illustrated in Figure 2.5. However, using their definitions and technique for 
identification is ineffective because the six classes are highly unbalanced; e.g., 
approximately 80% belonging to category 5 shown in Figure 2.5(e) and their 
algorithm has a high bin error of 4%. 
The brute-force approach is the last one to solve this problem. In this approach, we 
use only one matching function to search the entire database. The priority of this 
approach is to eschew the introduction of errors from the classification or 
hierarchical systems. The main challenge is to design the matching function and 
identify effective features for this matching function. Daugman, the inventor of Iris 
Code, has demonstrated that bitwise hamming distance can achieve the goal of real-
time brute-force identification in large databases. 
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Figure 2.5: The six classes of palm print 

2.3 Other Issues Related to Palm Print Recognition 
2.3.1 Performance Evaluation 
The performance evaluation of the biometric system is counted to be a point of great 
importance [13]. Some researchers have obtained satisfactory and good results for 
personal identification through palm printing using simple methods. For example, 
Wu et al., based on the Linear Discriminate Analysis (LDA) [8], in a database of 
300 different palm prints and 3,000 images, record an identification rate of 99.55%. 
Lu et al., based on Principal Component Analysis (PCA) [9], in a database of 
382 different palm prints and 3056 images, record an identification rate of 99.15%. 
However, Jing et al., in a database of 190 different palm print and 3040 images, 
recorded identification rates of only 71.34% via Principal Component 
Analysis (PCA) and 90.91% via Linear Discriminant Analysis (LDA) [16]. 
It should be pointed out that the implementations of Wu et al. and Lu et al. are 
slightly different from the implementations of Jing et al. However, this is not the 
major problem. The major performance differences are due to the difference in their 
evaluation schemes. Wu et al and Lu et al. employ palm print images obtained on the 
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same occasion, but the database of Jing et al. contained palm print images obtained 
on two occasions. In actual applications, the input images are often obtained to print 
palm and the templates that comprise the database at different times, separating each 
of them with time intervals for images that contain more detailed and comprehensive 
information of the palm print. To evaluate reliable performance, it is necessary to 
check the palm print systems with the palm print obtained at different times so that 
the performance evaluation results of the system are reliable. It should be noted that 
in actual applications, palm prints will not be available for use by potential fraudsters 
to train systems, so palm prints for training the systems and the results of the 
evaluations should be collected from different palm images. Due to genetic bonding, 
which may affect the principal lines and characteristics of a palm print, systems 
should also be examined using genetically modified palm prints. The algorithms 
highly relying on the principal lines may not able to classify genetically identical 
palm prints. More information and discussion is required about evaluating palm print 
systems. 
2.3.2 Privacy 
Biometric traits contain information not only for personal identification but also for 
other applications. For example, deoxyribonucleic acid (DNA) is useful for 
diagnosing genetic problems and the retina is useful for diagnosing diabetes. 
Moreover, genetic disorders have their interconnectedness and can be detected by 
way of palm print. The concentration of abnormal flexions is given focus in research 
and used in medicine. Figure 2.6 shows both the Simian line and the Sydney 
line [17]. 
Many diseases, such as Erskog’s Syndrome, Down’s Syndrome, foetal alcohol 
syndrome, and Cohen Syndrome, can be detected by their association with 
abnormalities. These unnatural flexion wrinkles are present in many ordinary people 
at a rate of 3%. Moreover, scientists in the medical field have shown that there is a 
relationship between secondary wrinkle density and schizophrenia in ordinary 
people [11]. 
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To protect our own information in palm printing in the databases, only encrypted 
forms stored from the font properties are extracted from the raw templates. Raw 
templates are obtained by decrypting encoded templates using cancellable biometrics 
or traditional decoding techniques. Between the two approaches, there is one 
fundamental difference: traditional encryption techniques require decryption before 
matching while cancellable biometrics perform matching in transform domains. In 
other words, when matching speed is an issue, decryption is not necessary for 
cancellable biometrics, such as identification in a large database. 

 
Figure 2.6: Simian line and Sydney line   
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CHAPTER 3 

FEATURE EXTRACTION AND CLASSIFICATION 

After obtaining the segment image from the full image, a possible extract the feature 
for this image contains special and distinctive information for each image for 
matching. In the database, each person’s master templates are stored from the 
extracted features of the image, while in feature matching, a matching score is 
obtained by matching the identification template against the master templates. As 
previously stated, through the palm print image, many features can be acquired, 
which can be used to differentiate people so that if the result is below a certain level 
determined earlier in each system, the personal authentication process is either 
performed or not performed. Various algorithms have been developed to be used in 
palm print recognition. There are different methods used in advanced algorithms to 
extract the feature and match. Here, we will explain some of the methods developed 
to identify a palm print. 
3.1 Feature Extraction 
The following sections describe the features that are employed in the study. 
3.1.1 Local Binary Pattern 
In the subject of image processing, native binary patterns (LBP) have developed 
considerably in recent years. As a statistic technique, LBP summarizes native 
structures of pictures efficiently by examining every picture element with its 
neighbouring pixels. The most vital properties of LBP square measure is its tolerance 
relating to monotonic illumination changes and its procedural simplicity. LBP was 
originally projected for texture analysis and it has proven be an easy and nonetheless 
powerful approach to explain native structures. It has been extensively exploited in 
several applications such as image and video retrieval, face image analysis, 
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surroundings modelling, motion analysis, visual examination, medicine and aerial 
image analysis, and remote sensing [18]. 
LBP-based facial image analysis has been one of the foremost standard and certain 
applications in recent years. Facial image analysis is a full-of-life analysis topic in 
PC vision with a large variety of vital applications, including human-computer 
interaction, biometric authentication, police investigation and security, and PC 
animation. LBP has been exploited for facial illustration in numerous tasks that 
embrace face detection, facial recognition, countenance analysis, demographic 
(gender and age) classification, and various connected applications. 
The development of LBP methodology is well illustrated in facial image analysis, 
and most of its recent variations are still under development. 
The original LBP operator labels the pixels of a picture with decimal numbers which 
are referred to as LBP codes and code the native structure around every constituent. 
As shown in Figure 3.1, every pixel is compared with its eight neighbours in a 3 × 3 
neighbourhood by subtracting the middle pixel value. The ensuing strictly negative 
values are encoded with zero, and the others with one. For every given constituent, a 
binary variety is obtained by concatenation of these binary values in an exceedingly 
dextrorotary direction that begins from the one amongst its top-left neighbours. The 
corresponding decimal value of the generated binary variable is then used for 
labelling the given constituent where the LBP codes are composed of the binary 
numbers obtained. 
One of the problems that restrict the use of binary patterns is the small space where 
we cannot acquire dominant characteristics on large scale structures; therefore, we 
can handle the texture on different scales. The basic idea of a 3 × 3 main operator 
was then circulated to us to use them to revive at different sizes. A local 
neighbourhood is a set of sampling points that have a fixed dimension on a circle-
centric perimeter to be marked with either the sampling points that do not fall within 
the pixels. They are mapped using bipolar interpolation. Thus, any value for the 
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radius and any number of sampling points can be used in the neighbourhood. In 
Figure 3.2, the examples are explained in case the main operator is used extensively. 
The (P × R) symbols are used in the neighbourhood so that the symbol P is the mean 
of the number of sampling points on a radius of R. 

 
Figure 3.1: LBP codes 

 
Figure 3.2: Different values for R and P 

Officially, given an element at (xc, yc), the ensuing LBP is often expressed in decimal 
type as follows: 

LBP P,R (xc , yc )  

where ic and iP are, respectively, gray-level values of the central pixel and P 
surrounding pixels in the circular neighbourhood of radius R. Function s(x) is defined 
as: 

s(x) =  

From the above definition, we conclude that the primary operator of the LBP is 
stable for grey-scale transformations, which maintains the pixel density in local 
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neighbourhoods. Therefore, the graph of the resulting binary patterns can be used in 
any region and used as fabric specifications for this region. 
Two different output values 2p are obtained in the case of the LBP  operator (P, R) 
which are conformable to 2p different binary patterns formed through P pixels in the 
neighbourhood. If the image is rotated, it also moves the surrounding environment in 
each neighbourhood so that it moves along the circumference of the circle around the 
central pixel, resulting in different pulp values, except for patterns with only 1 and 
0 seconds. A rotation-invariant LBP is used in order to remove a rotation effect. 

LBPriP,R = min  
where ROR(x, i) causes a circular bitwise right shift on the P-bit number x, i times. 
The operator LBPriP,R quantifies the number of individual rotational patterns 
occurring each time, which corresponds to some of the special features of the image; 
therefore, patterns can be considered to be a good feature for each image. 
It has been demonstrated that specific patterns contain more data than others. It is 
conceivable to utilize only a subset of 2p  binary patterns to depict the surface of 
pictures. Ojala et al. named these examples uniform patterns, which are signified as 
LBPU2(P, R). 
An LBP is called uniform in the event that it contains at most two bitwise changes 
from 0 to 1 or in reverse when the comparing bit string is viewed as roundabout. For 
example, 00000000 (0 changes) and 01110000 (2 changes) are both uniform, while 
11001001 (4 changes) and 01010011 (6 changes) are most certainly not. It is 
observed that the uniform examples represent approximately 90% of the considerable 
number of examples in an (8, 1) neighbourhood and approximately 70% of every 
(16, 2) neighbourhood in surface pictures. A comparable trial was led on the FERET 
database, and it was discovered that 90.6% of the examples in an (8, 1) 
neighbourhood and 85.2% of every (8, 2) neighbourhood are uniform [18]. 
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3.1.2 Histogram of Oriented Gradients (HOG) 
A good feature makes the classifier’s job as easy as possible: it removes what is 
irrelevant to classification; however, it keeps all that distinguishes someone from 
someone else. An ideal job for HOG is in fact imaginary. Instead, the planning of the 
feature being represented next starts from the subsequent thought by its authors: 
The local object look and form will typically be characterized very well by the 
distribution of local intensity gradients or edge directions, even without precise 
information of the corresponding gradient or edge positions. When observing, this 
can be enforced by dividing the image window into small spatial regions (“cells”) for 
every cell accumulating an area of a 1-D histogram of edge orientations or gradient 
directions over the pixels of the cell where representation is formed through the 
combined histogram entries. For higher unchanged ability for illumination, 
shadowing, etc., it is conjointly helpful to contrast-normalize the native responses 
before using them. This may be done by accumulating a measure of local histogram 
“energy” over somewhat large spatial regions (“blocks”) and obtain the results which 
are then used to normalize all cells within this  the block. We confer with the 
normalized descriptor blocks as the bar chart of Oriented Gradient (HOG) 
descriptors [19]. 
This description is now fleshed out using actual parameter values, keeping in mind 
that different imaging situation or objects may call for different values. Inputs from 
the original image are a gradient of the image in grey scale. 
Cell Orientation Histograms separate the window into adjoining, non-overlapping 
cells of size C × C pixels (C = 8). In every cell, we process a histogram of the 
gradient orientations binned into B containers (B = 9). With so few bins, a pixel 
whose introduction is near a bin limit may result in being added to a different bin 
were the picture to change somewhat. To keep these quantization forms, every pixel 
in a cell is added to two adjoining bins (modulo B) and a small amount of the pixel’s 
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gradient magnitude, which decreases linearly with the distance of that pixel’s 
gradient orientation from the centre of the two bins. 
Block Normalization refers to cells that are grouped into nested blocks where each 
block contains 2 × 2 cells. Therefore, the size of each block is equal 2C × 2C pixels. 
The overlap occurs between every two consecutive blocks vertically or horizontally 
respectively by 2 cells, meaning that the stepper block is equal to C pixels. Because 
of this overlap, each inner cell is covered by 4 blocks. The four cells in each block 
are linked to a single block in feature (B). 
Block normalization is a compromise to minimize the effect of changes in the 
contrast between the images of the same object which should be a normalized cell 
diagram. Otherwise, the size of the gradient carries some information, and the 
normalization over a whole block, which is a region containing a number of cells that 
preserves some of this information, has the same values for the relative number of 
gradients of these cells within the blocks. As each cell is covered by up to four 
blocks, each diagram is represented up to four times, resulting in four different 
normalization processes per cell. 

 
Figure 3.3: HOG features 

The right part of Figure 3.3 shows an initial conception of the HOG feature for a 
green window. In the left part of the figure, each cell in the visualization is 
represented by a small circular shape containing 18 slices grouped in 9 opposite 
pairs. Each pair corresponds with the centre of a histogram bin. Both the radius and 
the opacity of each pair correspond to the mean value of the bin over the histograms 
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associated with that cell. The direction of the zero degree (horizontal gradient) is 
consistent with the vertical edge, and the slides pairs for the angle value 10 and 170 
are very close to the vertical position. 
The HOG feature conveys information that is somewhat similar to the edge map, but 
some gradient size information is retained and the location of the edges is recorded 
only to the cell resolution. These course location and normalization plans are the 
main characteristics of the HOG properties because they provide a certain degree of 
invariance to small and local geometric and photometric changes. 
The HOG properties of each image are calculated by a large number of windows. 
Efficiency is therefore a very important argument, so HOG calculation algorithms 
are designed to be very fast using many techniques [20, 21]. 
3.2 Classification 
The following is a brief explanation of some classifications: 
3.2.1 Neural Networks 
One proficient method for taking care of complex issues is following the lemma 
“divide and conquer.” A perplexing framework might be decoyed into less difficult 
components so as to have the capacity to comprehend it. Likewise, straightforward 
components might be assembled to create a perplexing framework (Bar Yam, 1997). 
Networks are one approach to accomplishing this. There are innumerable types of 
network, yet they all are portrayed by their accompanying parts: a set of nodes and 
the connections between the nodes. The nodes can be viewed as computational units. 
They obtain information sources and process them to acquire a yield. This handling 
may be exceptionally straightforward, (for example, summing the sources of 
information), or very perplexing (a hub may contain another network). The 
connections determine the data flow between nodes. Either it is unidirectional in the 
case of data flow in only one sense or bidirectional when data flows in more than one 
sense. 
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The collaborations of hubs through the associations prompt a worldwide conduct of 
the system, which cannot be seen in the components of the system. This worldwide 
conduct is said to be rising. This implies the capacities of the system supersede those 
of its components, making the systems an effective instrument. 
Artificial neural networks 
One type of network sees the nodes as ‘artificial neurons.’ These are called artificial 
neural networks (ANNs). An artificial neuron is a computational model propelled by 
normal neurons. The level of an incoming signal is responsible for the activation of 
neurons so that these cells send signals through an axis of the nerves, provided the 
signal level exceeds a certain value called a threshold. This signal can also be used to 
stimulate more than one cell by sending it with another clip. 

 
Figure 3.4: Natural neurons (artist’s conception) 

When we attempt to build artificial neurons, we can detect the great extent of the 
complexity in the composition and functioning of natural neurons. The first part of 
the artificial neural network consists of the input, including the synapses, followed 
by multiplying the value in the weights representing the signal strength. This 
represents the relationship between them and their use to activate neurons. 
Moreover, when determining the output value of neurons (known as the threshold 
value), they can also be used to determine the operating resolution. ANNs are used to 
combine nerve cells to process data. 
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Figure 3.5: Main Architectures of Artificial Neural Networks 

The basic structure of any artificial neural network consists of three basic 
components called layers. Following is a brief description of these layers: 
(A) The input layer 
This is the class that has contact with the external environment, so its responsibility 
is to obtain incoming data. For better numerical accuracy of network calculations, 
these inputs (samples or patterns) are often normalized within the limit values 
produced by activation functions. 
(B) Hidden, intermediate or invisible layers 
These layers exist in most neural networks. The main component is the neuron, 
which is responsible for extracting the binding patterns of the treatment system. 
(C) Output layer 
The main structures of artificial neural networks can be divided, taking into account 
the disposal of neurons, as well as how they are interconnected and how their layers 
are formed. A layer is similar to the one that precedes it in terms of structure, but its 
role in the work of the neural network differs and it provides the final outputs of the 
neural network, which are produced from the previous stage. By disregarding a 
number of factors, including nerve cells being the main component of any artificial 
neural network and how they interconnect and form layers, the artificial neural 
network can be regarded as a good classifier [22]. 
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(i) Single-layer feed forward network 

 
Figure 3.6: Example of a single-layer feed forward network 

(ii) Multilayer feed forward networks 

 
Figure 3.7: Example of a feed forward network with multiple layers 

Training Processes and Properties of Learning 
Artificial neural networks learn by detecting the patterns of any system through 
samples. One of the distinguishing characteristics of the system is that the network 
has learned the relationship between the input and output of this network. It can use 
this relationship to predict the results and outputs of the system of the correct output. 
In other words, the training process for any neural network lies in the application of 
the steps required to adjust the weights of the clamps and the thresholds of neurons 
of the neural network in order to circulate them in order to obtain high efficiency 
outputs. 
The learning algorithm is defined as the set of coordinated steps used to train the 
network. The network will then be able to extract the characteristics of the system 
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through samples used for training followed by being processed by the neural 
network. 
The set of samples available for each system is divided into two main parts: a 
training group that represents 60 to 90 percent of the total number of samples used in 
the learning process, and the other group, called the test group, which represents 40 
to 10 percent of the total sample ratio used in the testing process to ensure that the 
system is able to generalize the previous solutions and expect the results to be at 
acceptable levels. 
During the training process for artificial neural networks, every sample belonging to 
the training group are presented for the purpose of ascertaining the proper alignment 
of the weights of the clamps and thresholds of the neurons [22]. 
3.2.2 Support Vector Machine (SVM) 
The Support Vector Machine (SVM) is used to split data into two sets. We have two 
sets, a training set and a testing set, which are used for matching. An SVM works by 
finding a separate level that separates the data for each category from the collected 
data set. Figure 3 below shows the hyper plane. 

 
Figure 3.8: Hyper Plane 

From the previous figure, we notice that H2 is better than H1 and H3 because it has 
the maximum value of the margin between the data. 
Vector support refers to the points closest to the hyper plane. These points determine 
the position of the hyper plane and the remaining points have no effect. 
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Early machine learning algorithms aimed to learn representations of simple 
functions. Hence, the goal of learning was to output a hypothesis that performed the 
correct classification of the training data and early learning algorithms were designed 
to find such accurate fits to the data [23]. The ability of a hypothesis to classify data 
correctly not in the training set is known as its generalization. 
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CHAPTER 4 

EXPERIMENTAL WORKS AND RESULTS 

This chapter will explain the sequential steps that have been implemented to obtain 
the final practical results in detail by MATLAB, in the following sequence: 
4.1 Database 
Databases have often been created by universities and educational institutions for use 
by researchers and students of these universities and educational institutions in the 
field of research and scientific studies. These universities can also give their database 
to researchers from other universities and institutions for use in commercial 
activities. Databases are usually composed of a collection of photographs of the 
hands of registered users. These images are collected under the same conditions and 
factors as the type of camera, the accuracy of the photograph, the distance of taking 
the picture, the lighting, the contrast and the size of the image. Generally, more than 
one image is taken from each user’s hand in any database. 
The following is an explanation of the database used in the practical part: 
4.1.1 CASIA Database 
The database contains 5,502 images collected from 312 people. From each person 
was taken images of the right and left hands. All palm print images are 8 bit grey-
level JPEG files using our self-developed palm print recognition device (as shown in 
Figure 4.1). 
In this device, there are no pegs to restrict the postures and positions of the palms. 
People are required to put their palms into the device and lay them on a uniform-
coloured background. The device supplies evenly distributed illumination and 
captures palm print images using a CMOS camera fixed to the top of the device. 
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Figure 4.1: Palm print recognition device 

In this database, images are taken for the whole hand and not focused on a specific 
part where the images are in the data table, as shown in Figure 4.2. 
 

 
Figure 4.2: Hand image 

In the practical part, we focus on the part of the hand to extract the advantage from it. 
As mentioned above, the first stage to deal with palm prints is to acquire the region 
of interest in the picture. Therefore, before using the images in the database, we need 
to clamp the attention area of the full palm printing image. Figure 4.3 shows the 
region of interest drawn from one of the images in the database. 

 
Figure 4.3: Region of interest 

Of the total number of users in the database, we used 150 users from whom we were 
able to acquire 8 images for each hand. These images were divided into two groups: 



 

 

 

a training group consis
user. 
4.1.2 ITT Database 
The database contains 230 users, 
using a very simple touchless imaging setup. The database contains the full image of 
each hand, as shown in Figure
each hand, shown in Figure

We will use five pictures for each hand, divided into two group
containing three pictures and the test group containing two pictures.
4.2 FEATURE EXTRACTION
In this section, the feature is extracted for each image. Note that only images that 
represent the region of interest are used. The length of the feature vector is
to the feature used, as shown below:
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a training group consisting of 6 images, a test group containing 2 pictures of each 

 
The database contains 230 users, from each hand of whom is 
using a very simple touchless imaging setup. The database contains the full image of 

and, as shown in Figure 4.4, and contains pictures of the region of interest for 
each hand, shown in Figure 4.5. 

 
Figure 4.4: Full image 

 
Figure 4.5: Region of interest 

pictures for each hand, divided into two groups:
three pictures and the test group containing two pictures.

4.2 FEATURE EXTRACTION 
In this section, the feature is extracted for each image. Note that only images that 
represent the region of interest are used. The length of the feature vector is
to the feature used, as shown below: 

ting of 6 images, a test group containing 2 pictures of each 

of whom is taken five pictures 
using a very simple touchless imaging setup. The database contains the full image of 

4.4, and contains pictures of the region of interest for 

s: the training group 
three pictures and the test group containing two pictures. 

In this section, the feature is extracted for each image. Note that only images that 
represent the region of interest are used. The length of the feature vector is according 
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4.2.1 Local Binary Pattern (LBP) 
To derive the vector of the feature for each image, we use the extractLBPFeatures 
function in MATLAB, whose output is a 59-pixel vector for each image. 
The following are the steps to apply it to the database used: 
- CASIA DATABASE 
In the database, the shape of the feature is converted from a matrix into a matrix 
whose number of rows is the same length as the vector of the feature and for the 
number of columns the result of multiplying the number of users is the number of 
images per user. In other words, the size of the matrix here is 59 × 1,200 for either 
hand. We divided the feature matrices into a training group with dimensions of 
59 × 900, as shown in Figure 4.6, and a testing group with dimensions of 59 × 300, 
as shown in Figure 4.7. 

 
Figure 4.6: Training group for CASIA 
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Figure 4.7: Testing group for CASIA 

- IIT DATABASE 
In the database, the shape of the feature is converted from a matrix into a matrix 
whose number of rows is the same length as the vector of the feature and for the 
number of columns, the result of multiplying the number of users in the number of 
images per user. In other words, the size of the matrix here is 59 × 1150 for either 
hand, divided into a training group with dimensions of 59 × 690  , as shown in 
Figure 4.8, and a testing group with dimensions of 59 × 460, as shown in Figure 4.9. 

 
Figure 4.8: Training group for IIT 
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Figure 4.9: Testing group for IIT 

4.2.2 Histogram of Oriented Gradients (HOG) 
To derive the vector of the feature for each image, we use the extractHOGFeatures 
function in MATLAB. 
Following are the steps to apply it to the database used: 
- CASIA DATABASE 
In the database, the shape of the feature is converted from a matrix into a matrix 
whose number of rows is the same length as the vector of the feature and for the 
number of columns, the result of multiplying the number of users is the number of 
images per user. In other words, the size of the matrix here is 4,356 × 1,200 for either 
hand, divided into a training group with dimensions of 4,356 × 900  , as shown in 
Figure 4.10, and a testing group with dimensions of 4,356 × 300, as shown in 
Figure 4.11. 

 
Figure 4.10: Training group for CASIA 
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Figure 4.11: Testing group for CASIA 

- IIT DATABASE 
In the database, the shape of the feature is converted from a matrix into a matrix 
whose number of rows is the same length as the vector of the feature, and for the 
number of columns, the result of multiplying the number of users in the number of 
images per user. In other words, the size of the matrix here is 2,304 × 11,50 for either 
hand, divided into a training group with dimensions of 2,304 × 690, as shown in 
Figure 4.12, and a testing group with dimensions of 2,304 × 460, as shown in 
Figure 4.13. 

 
Figure 4.12: Training Group for IIT 
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Figure 4.13: Testing Group for IIT 

 
4.3 CLASSIFIER 
In this section, the training matrix is used to train the system to obtain the special 
MATLAB code for each hand in a database, followed by using this code to conduct 
the test using the test matrix to test each hand in the database. The following are the 
steps of the training and testing process using two types of classifiers: 
4.3.1 Probabilistic Neural Network (PNN) 
In this section, we use the function to solve the problem of pattern recognition with 
the neural network of training using the training matrix and the target matrix, as 
shown in Figure 4.14. The target matrix is a matrix whose number of rows equals the 
number of users and the number of columns equals the number of images. After the 
training is completed and the MATLAB code is obtained, the code and the test 
matrix are tested. 
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Figure 4.14: Target Matrix for PNN (CASIA DATABASE) 

As shown below, we can change the value of hiddenLayerSize in the code and 
conduct the training and testing process more than once and note the difference in the 
results. 
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% Solve a Pattern Recognition Problem with a Neural Network % Script generated by Neural Pattern Recognition app % Created 27-Jul-2017 12:23:09 % % This script assumes these variables are defined: % %   frhand - input data. %   target - target data. 
  
x = flhand; t = target; 
  
% Choose a Training Function % For a list of all training functions type: help nntrain % 'trainlm' is usually fastest. % 'trainbr' takes longer but may be better for challenging problems. % 'trainscg' uses less memory. Suitable in low memory situations. trainFcn = 'trainscg';  % Scaled conjugate gradient backpropagation. % Create a Pattern Recognition Network hiddenLayerSize = 1200; net = patternnet(hiddenLayerSize, trainFcn); 
  
% Setup Division of Data for Training, Validation, Testing net.divideParam.trainRatio = 100/100; net.divideParam.valRatio = 0/100; net.divideParam.testRatio = 0/100; 
  
% Train the Network [net,tr] = train(net,x,t); 
  
% Test the Network y = net(x); e = gsubtract(t,y); performance = perform(net,t,y) tind = vec2ind(t); yind = vec2ind(y); percentErrors = sum(tind ~= yind)/numel(tind); 
  
% View the Network view(net) 
  
% Plots % Uncomment these lines to enable various plots. %figure, plotperform(tr) %figure, plottrainstate(tr) %figure, ploterrhist(e) %figure, plotconfusion(t,y) %figure, plotroc(t,y) 

We use y = net(x) for testing , where x is the testing matrix. 



 

 

 

Figure 4.15 shows the pattern for PNN 
DATABASE with PNN

Figure 4.16 shows the training result for the LEFT HAND. 

Figure

Note that the training result is 100%.
The results of the testing process differ
Figure 4.17 shows the test result when setting the value of 
100. 
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4.15 shows the pattern for PNN when we use the LBP feature for the CAS
DATABASE with PNN. 

Figure 4.15: Pattern for PNN (CASIA) 
4.16 shows the training result for the LEFT HAND.  

Figure 4.16: Training Result for the LEFT HAND (CASIA)

Note that the training result is 100%. 
The results of the testing process differ according to the value of 

shows the test result when setting the value of hiddenLayerSize

when we use the LBP feature for the CASIA 

 

 
Training Result for the LEFT HAND (CASIA) 

according to the value of hiddenLayerSize. 
hiddenLayerSize equal to 
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Figure 4.17: Test Result for the LEFT HAND (CASIA) 

In the previous illustration, values outside the linear path represent the number of 
images in the database that were incorrectly identified, meaning that the system 
failed to determine user numbers in the database. 
Table 4.1 illustrates the use of different values for the variable hiddenLayerSize, 
followed by calculating the result of the testing process each time. 
Note that the total number of samples is 300. 

Table 4.1: Test results for the LEFT HAND (CASIA) 
Hidden Layer Size Number of wrong 

samples 
Percentage of error 

samples 
Percentage of 

correct samples 
100 27 9 91 
200 25 8.33 91.67 
300 28 9.33 90.67 
400 29 9.67 90.33 
500 30 10 90 
600 30 10 90 
700 37 12.33 87.67 
1000 29 9.67 90.33 

Figure 4.18 shows the training result for the RIGHT HAND. 
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Figure 4.18: Training results for the RIGHT HAND (CASIA) 

Note that the training result is 100%. 
The results of the testing process differ according to the value of hiddenLayerSize. 
Figure 4.19 shows the test results when setting the value of hiddenLayerSize to 100. 

 
Figure 4.19: Test results for the RIGHT HAND (CASIA) 
Table 4.2: Test results for the RIGHT HAND (CASIA) 

Hidden Layer Size Number of wrong 
samples 

Percentage of error 
samples 

Percentage of correct 
samples 

100 19 6.33 93.67 
200 19 6.33 93.67 
300 20 6.67 93.33 
400 20 6.67 93.33 
500 23 7.67 92.33 
600 21 7 93 
700 24 8 92 
1000 23 7.67 92.33 



 

 

 

In the previous illustration, values outside the linear path represent the number of 
images in the database that were incorrectly identified, meaning that the system 
failed to determine user numbers in the database.
Table 4.2 illustrates the use of different values for the variable
and then calculates the result of the testing process each time.
Note that the total number of samples is 
Figure 4.20 shows the pattern for PNN when we use the LBP feature for th
DATABASE with PNN.

Figure 4.21 shows the training result

Figure

Note that the training result is 100%.
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In the previous illustration, values outside the linear path represent the number of 
images in the database that were incorrectly identified, meaning that the system 
failed to determine user numbers in the database. 

llustrates the use of different values for the variable 
and then calculates the result of the testing process each time. 
Note that the total number of samples is 300. 

4.20 shows the pattern for PNN when we use the LBP feature for th
DATABASE with PNN. 

Figure 4.20: Pattern for the PNN (IIT) 
4.21 shows the training results for the LEFT HAND. 

Figure 4.21: Training result for the LEFT HAND (IIT

Note that the training result is 100%. 

In the previous illustration, values outside the linear path represent the number of 
images in the database that were incorrectly identified, meaning that the system 

 hiddenLayerSize, 

4.20 shows the pattern for PNN when we use the LBP feature for the IIT 

 

 
LEFT HAND (IIT) 
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The results of the testing process differ according to the value of hiddenLayerSize. 
Figure 4.22 shows the test results when setting the value of hiddenLayerSize to 100. 

 
Figure 4.22: Test results for the LEFT HAND (IIT) 

In the previous illustration, values outside the linear path represent the number of 
images in the database that were incorrectly identified, meaning that the system 
failed to determine user numbers in the database. 
Table 4.3 illustrates the use of different values for the variable hiddenLayerSize, 
and then calculates the result of the testing process each time. 

Table 4.3: Test result for the LEFT HAND (IIT) 
Hidden Layer Size Number of wrong 

samples 
Percentage of error 

samples 
Percentage of correct 

samples 
20 195 42.39 57.61 
50 119 25.87 74.13 
100 124 26.96 73.04 
150 93 20.22 79.78 
200 87 18.91 81.09 
250 125 27.17 72.83 
300 95 20.65 79.35 
350 106 23.04 76.96 
400 99 21.52 78.48 
450 115 25 75 
500 99 21.52 78.48 
700 89 19.35 80.65 
1000 101 21.96 78.04 
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Note that the total number of samples is 460. 
Figure 4.23 shows the training results for the RIGHT HAND. 

 
Figure 4.23: Training results for the RIGHT HAND (IIT) 

Note that the training result is 100%. 
The results of the testing process differ according to the value of hiddenLayerSize. 
Figure 4.24 shows the test result when setting the value of hiddenLayerSize = 100. 

 
Figure 4.24: Test results for the RIGHT HAND (IIT) 

In the previous illustration, values outside the linear path represent the number of 
images in the database that were incorrectly identified, meaning that the system 
failed to determine user numbers in the database. 



 

 

 

Table 4.4 illustrates the use of different values for the variable
and then calculates the result of the testing process each time.
Note that the total number of samples is 460.

Ta
Hidden Layer Size 

20 
50 
100 
150 
200 
250 
300 
350 
400 
450 
500 
700 
1000 

Figure 4.25 shows the pattern for PNN when we use the HOG feature for the CASIA 
DATABASE with PNN.

Figure 4.26 shows the training results for the LEFT HAND.
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4.4 illustrates the use of different values for the variable 
and then calculates the result of the testing process each time. 
Note that the total number of samples is 460. 

Table 4.4: Test results for the RIGHT HAND (IIT)
Number of wrong 

samples 
Percentage of error 

samples 
216 46.96 
103 22.39 
88 19.13 
88 19.13 
97 21.09 
90 19.56 
80 17.39 
91 19.78 
103 22.39 
95 20.65 
94 20.43 
100 21.74 
110 23.91 

4.25 shows the pattern for PNN when we use the HOG feature for the CASIA 
DATABASE with PNN. 

Figure 4.25: Pattern for PNN (CASIA) 
the training results for the LEFT HAND. 

 hiddenLayerSize, 

RIGHT HAND (IIT) 
Percentage of correct 

samples 
53.04 
77.61 
80.87 
80.87 
78.91 
80.44 
82.61 
80.22 
77.61 
79.35 
79.57 
78.26 
67.09 

4.25 shows the pattern for PNN when we use the HOG feature for the CASIA 
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Figure 4.26: Training results for the LEFT HAND (CASIA) 

Note that the training result is 100%. 
The results of the testing process differ according to the value of hiddenLayerSize. 
Figure 4.27 shows the test results when setting the value of hiddenLayerSize = 100. 

 
Figure 4.27: Test results for the LEFT HAND (CASIA) 

In the previous illustration, values outside the linear path represent the number of 
images in the database that were incorrectly identified, meaning that the system 
failed to determine user numbers in the database. 
Table 4.5 illustrates the use of different values for the variable hiddenLayerSize, 
and then calculates the result of the testing process each time in the process. 
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Table 4.5: Test results for the LEFT HAND (CASIA) 
Hidden Layer Size Number of wrong 

samples 
Percentage of error 

samples 
Percentage of correct 

samples 
100 26 8.67 91.33 
200 35 11.67 88.33 
300 42 14 86 
400 51 17 83 
500 51 17 83 
600 57 19 81 
700 54 18 82 
1000 58 19.33 80.67 

Note that the total number of samples is 300. 
Figure 4.28 shows the training results for the RIGHT HAND. 

 
Figure 4.28: Training result for the RIGHT HAND (CASIA) 

Note that the training result is 100%. 
The results of the testing process differ according to the value of hiddenLayerSize. 
Figure 4.29 shows the test results when setting the value of hiddenLayerSize = 100. 
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Figure 4.29: Test results for the RIGHT HAND (CASIA) 

In the previous illustration, values outside the linear path represent the number of 
images in the database that were incorrectly identified, meaning that the system 
failed to determine user numbers in the database. 
Table 4.6 illustrates the use of different values for the variable hiddenLayerSize, 
and then calculates the result of the testing process each time. 

Table 4.6: Test results for the RIGHT HAND (CASIA) 
Hidden Layer Size Number of wrong 

samples 
Percentage of error 

samples 
Percentage of correct 

samples 
100 41 13.66 86.33 
200 52 17.33 82.67 
300 66 22 78 
400 62 20.67 79.33 
500 73 24.33 75.67 
600 70 23.33 76.67 
700 73 24.33 75.67 
1000 75 25 75 

Note that the total number of samples is 300 samples 
Figure 4.30 shows the pattern for PNN when we use the HOG feature for the IIT 
DATABASE with PNN. 



 

 

 

Figure 4.31 shows the training results for the LEFT HAND.

Figure
Note that the training result is 100%.
The results of the testing process differ according to th
Figure 4.32 shows the test results when setting the value of 
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Figure 4.30: Pattern for PNN 
4.31 shows the training results for the LEFT HAND. 

Figure 4.31: Training results for the LEFT HAND (IIT)
Note that the training result is 100%. 
The results of the testing process differ according to the value of 

4.32 shows the test results when setting the value of hiddenLayerSize

 

 
results for the LEFT HAND (IIT) 

e value of hiddenLayerSize. 
hiddenLayerSize = 100. 
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Figure 4.32: Test result for the LEFT HAND (IIT) 

 
In the previous illustration, values outside the linear path represent the number of 
images in the database that were incorrectly identified, meaning that the system 
failed to determine user numbers in the database. 
Table 4.7 illustrates the use of different values for the variable hiddenLayerSize, 
and then calculates the result of the testing process each time. 

Table 4.7: Test results for the LEFT HAND (IIT) 
Hidden Layer Size Number of wrong 

samples 
Percentage of error 

samples 
Percentage of correct 

samples 
50 122 26.52 73.48 
100 90 19.56 80.44 
150 81 17.6 82.4 
200 74 16.08 83.92 
250 77 16.74 83.26 
300 80 17.39 82.61 
350 77 16.74 83.26 
400 85 18.48 81.52 
450 88 19.13 80.87 
500 96 20.87 79.13 

Note that the total number of samples is 460. 
Figure 4.33 shows the training results for the RIGHT HAND. 
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Figure 4.33: Training results for the RIGHT HAND (IIT) 

Note that the training result is 100%. 
The results of the testing process diff according to the value of hiddenLayerSize. 
Figure 4.34 shows the test results when setting the value of hiddenLayerSize to 100. 

 
Figure 4.34: Test results for the RIGHT HAND (IIT) 

In the previous illustration, values outside the linear path represent the numbers of 
images in the database that were incorrectly identified, meaning that the system 
failed to determine user numbers in the database. 
Table 4.8 illustrates the use of different values for the variable hiddenLayerSize. 
The result of the testing process is then calculated each time. 
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Table 4.8: Test results for the RIGHT HAND (IIT) 
Hidden Layer Size  Number of wrong 

samples 
Percentage of error 

samples 
Percentage of 

correct samples 
50 90 19.57 80.43 

100 59 12.83 88.17 
150 79 17.17 82.83 
200 73 15.87 84.13 
250 69 15 85 
300 80 17.39 82.61 
350 91 19.78 80.22 
400 81 17.61 82.39 
450 94 20.44 79.56 
500 96 20.87 79.13 

Note that the total number of samples is 460. 
4.3.2 Support Vector Machine (SVM) 
In this section, we use the Support Vector Machine for the training process to train 
the training matrix. However, here we should add a target matrix. The target matrix 
(shown in Figure 4.35) is the number of rows equalling one and the number of 
columns equalling the number of images added to the original training matrix in the 
last row before starting the training process. Therefore, we will produce a new matrix 
for the training process, as in Figure 4.36. After the training is completed and the 
MATLAB code is obtained, the code and the test matrix are tested. 

 
Figure 4.35: Target matrix (CASIA) 



 

 

 

Figure

After loading the training data as shown in 
as shown in Figure 4.38; the play button is pressed.
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Figure 4.36: New matrix for the training process (CASIA)

After loading the training data as shown in Figure 4.37, the classifier type is selected 
4.38; the play button is pressed. 

Figure 4.37: Training data 

 
New matrix for the training process (CASIA) 

ssifier type is selected 

 



 

 

 

Note that when the training process is finished, we save the two files 
[TrainClassifier.m and TrainedC
time for use in the testing process.
The following is the TrainClassifier.m file of the type of output from the training 
process that is used in the testing process.
function [trainedClassifier, resubsttrainClassifier(trainingData)% trainClassifier(trainingData)%  returns a trained classifier and its accuracy.%  This code recreates the classification model trained in%  Classification Learner app.% %   Input: %       trainingData: imported %        in the app (table or matrix).% %   Output: %       trainedClassifier: a struct containing the trained classifier. %        The struct contains various fields with information about the %        trained classifier.% %       trainedClassifier.predictFcn: a function to make predictions%        on new data. It takes an input of the same form as this training %        code (table or matrix) and returns predictions for the response. 
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Figure 4.38: Selection of type of classifier 

Note that when the training process is finished, we save the two files 
and TrainedClassifier.mat] generated by the training process each 

time for use in the testing process. 
The following is the TrainClassifier.m file of the type of output from the training 
process that is used in the testing process. 

[trainedClassifier, resubstitutionAccuracy] = trainClassifier(trainingData) % trainClassifier(trainingData) %  returns a trained classifier and its accuracy. %  This code recreates the classification model trained in%  Classification Learner app. 
%       trainingData: the training data of same data type as 
%        in the app (table or matrix). 
%       trainedClassifier: a struct containing the trained 
%        The struct contains various fields with information about 

ned classifier. 
%       trainedClassifier.predictFcn: a function to make predictions%        on new data. It takes an input of the same form as this 
%        code (table or matrix) and returns predictions for the 

 

Note that when the training process is finished, we save the two files 
generated by the training process each 

The following is the TrainClassifier.m file of the type of output from the training 

itutionAccuracy] = 

%  This code recreates the classification model trained in 

the training data of same data type as 

%       trainedClassifier: a struct containing the trained 
%        The struct contains various fields with information about 

%       trainedClassifier.predictFcn: a function to make predictions %        on new data. It takes an input of the same form as this 
%        code (table or matrix) and returns predictions for the 
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%        If you supply a matrix, include only the predictors columns (or %        rows). % %       resubstitutionAccuracy: a double containing the accuracy in %        percent. In the app, the History list displays this %        overall accuracy score for each model. % %  Use the code to train the model with new data. %  To retrain your classifier, call the function from the command line %  with your original data or new data as the input argument trainingData. % %  For example, to retrain a classifier trained with the original data set %  T, enter: %    [trainedClassifier, resubstitutionAccuracy] = trainClassifier(T) % %  To make predictions with the returned 'trainedClassifier' on new data T, %  use %    yfit = trainedClassifier.predictFcn(T) % %  To automate training the same classifier with new data, or to learn how %  to programmatically train classifiers, examine the generated code. 
  
% Auto-generated by MATLAB on 31-Dec-2017 14:39:30 
  
  
% Extract predictors and response % This code processes the data into the right shape for training the % classifier. % Convert input to table inputTable = array2table(trainingData', 'VariableNames', {'row_1', 'row_2', 'row_3', 'row_4', 'row_5', 'row_6', 'row_7', 'row_8', 'row_9', 'row_10', 'row_11', 'row_12', 'row_13', 'row_14', 'row_15', 'row_16', 'row_17', 'row_18', 'row_19', 'row_20', 'row_21', 'row_22', 'row_23', 'row_24', 'row_25', 'row_26', 'row_27', 'row_28', 'row_29', 'row_30', 'row_31', 'row_32', 'row_33', 'row_34', 'row_35', 'row_36', 'row_37', 'row_38', 'row_39', 'row_40', 'row_41', 'row_42', 'row_43', 'row_44', 'row_45', 'row_46', 'row_47', 'row_48', 'row_49', 'row_50', 'row_51', 'row_52', 'row_53', 'row_54', 'row_55', 'row_56', 'row_57', 'row_58', 'row_59', 'row_60'}); 
  
predictorNames = {'row_1', 'row_2', 'row_3', 'row_4', 'row_5', 'row_6', 'row_7', 'row_8', 'row_9', 'row_10', 'row_11', 'row_12', 'row_13', 'row_14', 'row_15', 'row_16', 'row_17', 'row_18', 'row_19', 'row_20', 'row_21', 'row_22', 'row_23', 'row_24', 'row_25', 'row_26', 'row_27', 'row_28', 'row_29', 'row_30', 
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'row_31', 'row_32', 'row_33', 'row_34', 'row_35', 'row_36', 'row_37', 'row_38', 'row_39', 'row_40', 'row_41', 'row_42', 'row_43', 'row_44', 'row_45', 'row_46', 'row_47', 'row_48', 'row_49', 'row_50', 'row_51', 'row_52', 'row_53', 'row_54', 'row_55', 'row_56', 'row_57', 'row_58', 'row_59'}; predictors = inputTable(:, predictorNames); response = inputTable.row_60; isCategoricalPredictor = [false, false, false, false, false, false, false, false, false, false, false, false, false, false, false, false, false, false, false, false, false, false, false, false, false, false, false, false, false, false, false, false, false, false, false, false, false, false, false, false, false, false, false, false, false, false, false, false, false, false, false, false, false, false, false, false, false, false, false]; 
  
% Train a classifier % This code specifies all the classifier options and trains the classifier. template = templateSVM(...     'KernelFunction', 'linear', ...     'PolynomialOrder', [], ...     'KernelScale', 'auto', ...     'BoxConstraint', 1, ...     'Standardize', true); classificationSVM = fitcecoc(...     predictors, ...     response, ...     'Learners', template, ...     'Coding', 'onevsone', ...     'ClassNames', [single(1); single(2); single(3); single(4); single(5); single(6); single(7); single(8); single(9); single(10); single(11); single(12); single(13); single(14); single(15); single(16); single(17); single(18); single(19); single(20); single(21); single(22); single(23); single(24); single(25); single(26); single(27); single(28); single(29); single(30); single(31); single(32); single(33); single(34); single(35); single(36); single(37); single(38); single(39); single(40); single(41); single(42); single(43); single(44); single(45); single(46); single(47); single(48); single(49); single(50); single(51); single(52); single(53); single(54); single(55); single(56); single(57); single(58); single(59); single(60); single(61); single(62); single(63); single(64); single(65); single(66); single(67); single(68); single(69); single(70); single(71); single(72); single(73); single(74); single(75); single(76); single(77); single(78); single(79); single(80); single(81); single(82); single(83); single(84); single(85); single(86); single(87); single(88); single(89); single(90); single(91); single(92); single(93); single(94); single(95); single(96); single(97); single(98); single(99); single(100); single(101); single(102); single(103); single(104); single(105); single(106); single(107); single(108); single(109); single(110); single(111); single(112); single(113); single(114); single(115); single(116); single(117); single(118); single(119); single(120); single(121); single(122); single(123); single(124); single(125); 
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single(126); single(127); single(128); single(129); single(130); single(131); single(132); single(133); single(134); single(135); single(136); single(137); single(138); single(139); single(140); single(141); single(142); single(143); single(144); single(145); single(146); single(147); single(148); single(149); single(150)]); 
  
% Create the result struct with predict function predictorExtractionFcn = @(x) array2table(x', 'VariableNames', predictorNames); svmPredictFcn = @(x) predict(classificationSVM, x); trainedClassifier.predictFcn = @(x) svmPredictFcn(predictorExtractionFcn(x)); 
  
% Add additional fields to the result struct trainedClassifier.ClassificationSVM = classificationSVM; trainedClassifier.About = 'This struct is a trained classifier exported from Classification Learner R2016a.'; trainedClassifier.HowToPredict = sprintf('To make predictions on a new predictor row matrix, X, use: \n  yfit = c.predictFcn(X) \nreplacing ''c'' with the name of the variable that is this struct, e.g. ''trainedClassifier''. \n \nX must contain exactly 59 rows because this classifier was trained using 59 predictors. \nX must contain only predictor rows in exactly the same order and format as your training \ndata. Do not include the response row or any rows you did not import into \nClassification Learner. \n \nFor more information, see <a href="matlab:helpview(fullfile(docroot, ''stats'', ''stats.map''), ''appclassification_exportmodeltoworkspace'')">How to predict using an exported model</a>.'); 
  
% Extract predictors and response % This code processes the data into the right shape for training the % classifier. % Convert input to table inputTable = array2table(trainingData', 'VariableNames', {'row_1', 'row_2', 'row_3', 'row_4', 'row_5', 'row_6', 'row_7', 'row_8', 'row_9', 'row_10', 'row_11', 'row_12', 'row_13', 'row_14', 'row_15', 'row_16', 'row_17', 'row_18', 'row_19', 'row_20', 'row_21', 'row_22', 'row_23', 'row_24', 'row_25', 'row_26', 'row_27', 'row_28', 'row_29', 'row_30', 'row_31', 'row_32', 'row_33', 'row_34', 'row_35', 'row_36', 'row_37', 'row_38', 'row_39', 'row_40', 'row_41', 'row_42', 'row_43', 'row_44', 'row_45', 'row_46', 'row_47', 'row_48', 'row_49', 'row_50', 'row_51', 'row_52', 'row_53', 'row_54', 'row_55', 'row_56', 'row_57', 'row_58', 'row_59', 'row_60'}); 
  
predictorNames = {'row_1', 'row_2', 'row_3', 'row_4', 'row_5', 'row_6', 'row_7', 'row_8', 'row_9', 'row_10', 'row_11', 'row_12', 'row_13', 'row_14', 'row_15', 'row_16', 'row_17', 'row_18', 'row_19', 'row_20', 'row_21', 'row_22', 'row_23', 'row_24', 'row_25', 'row_26', 'row_27', 'row_28', 'row_29', 'row_30', 'row_31', 'row_32', 'row_33', 'row_34', 'row_35', 'row_36', 'row_37', 'row_38', 'row_39', 'row_40', 'row_41', 'row_42', 'row_43', 'row_44', 'row_45', 'row_46', 'row_47', 'row_48', 
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'row_49', 'row_50', 'row_51', 'row_52', 'row_53', 'row_54', 'row_55', 'row_56', 'row_57', 'row_58', 'row_59'}; predictors = inputTable(:, predictorNames); response = inputTable.row_60; isCategoricalPredictor = [false, false, false, false, false, false, false, false, false, false, false, false, false, false, false, false, false, false, false, false, false, false, false, false, false, false, false, false, false, false, false, false, false, false, false, false, false, false, false, false, false, false, false, false, false, false, false, false, false, false, false, false, false, false, false, false, false, false, false]; 
  
% Compute resubstitution accuracy resubstitutionAccuracy = 1 - resubLoss(trainedClassifier.ClassificationSVM, 'LossFun', 'ClassifError'); 
  
% Compute resubstitution predictions and scores [resubstitutionPredictions, resubstitutionScores] = predict(trainedClassifier.ClassificationSVM, predictors);   
Figure 4.39 shows the TrainedClassifier.mat file from the training process. 

 
Figure 4.39: TrainedClassifier.mat 

To exhaust the testing process, we use the equation: 

yfit = TrainedClassifier.predictFun (Test matrix) 
We will use both the Linear SVM and Quadratic SVM to conduct the training and 
testing process. 
Figure 4.40 illustrates the new training matrix after combining the original test 
matrix with the target matrix for the LEFT HAND when we use the LBP feature for 
CASIA DATABASE with LINEAR SVM. 
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Figure 4.40: New training matrix for the LEFT HAND 

Figure 4.41 shows the results after the testing process is finished. 

 
Figure 4.41: Results of the testing process for the LEFT HAND 

In the previous illustration, values outside the linear path represent the number of 
images in the database that were incorrectly identified, meaning that the system 
failed to determine user numbers in the database. 
Table 4.9 shows the computation of the test process. 

Table 4.9: Results of the testing process for the LEFT HAND 
Number of wrong 

samples 
Percentage of error 

samples 
Percentage of correct 

samples 
58 19.33 80.67 

Figure 4.42 illustrates the new training matrix after combining the original test 
matrix with the target matrix for the RIGHT HAND. 
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Figure 4.42: New training matrix for the RIGHT HAND 

Figure 4.43 shows the results after the testing process is finished. 

 Figure 4.43: Result of the testing process for the RIGHT HAND 
In the previous illustration, values outside the linear path represent the numbers of 
images in the database that were incorrectly identified, meaning that the system 
failed to determine user numbers in the database. 
Table 4.10 shows the computation of the test process. 

Table 4.10: Results of the testing process for the RIGHT HAND 
Number of wrong 

samples 
Percentage of error 

samples 
Percentage of 

correct samples 
67 22.33 77.67 

Figure 4.44 illustrates the new training matrix after combining the original test 
matrix with the target matrix for the LEFT HAND when we use the LBP feature for 
IIT DATABASE with LINEAR SVM. 
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Figure 4.44: New training matrix for the LEFT HAND 

Figure 4.45 shows the results after the testing process is finished. 

 
Figure 4.45: Results of the testing process for the LEFT HAND 

In the previous illustration, values outside the linear path represent the numbers of 
images in the database that were incorrectly identified, meaning that the system 
failed to determine user numbers in the database. Table 4.11 shows the computation 
of the test process. 

Table 4.11: Results of the testing process for the LEFT HAND 
Number of wrong 

samples 
Percentage of error 

samples 
Percentage of correct 

samples 
236 51.3 48.7 

Figure 4.46 illustrates the new training matrix after combining the original test 
matrix with the target matrix for the RIGHT HAND. 
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Figure 4.46: New training matrix 

Figure 4.47 shows the results after the testing process is finished. 

 
Figure 4.47: Results of the testing process for the RIGHT HAND 

In the previous illustration, values outside the linear path represent the number of 
images in the database that were incorrectly identified, meaning that the system 
failed to determine user numbers in the database. 
Table 4.12 shows the computations of the test process. 

Table 4.12: Results of the testing process for the RIGHT HAND 
Number of wrong 

samples 
Percentage of error 

samples 
Percentage of correct 

samples 
226 49.13 50.87 

Figure 4.48 illustrates the new training matrix after combining the original test 
matrix with the target matrix for the LEFT HAND when we use the HOG feature for 
CASIA  DATABASE with LINEAR SVM. 
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Figure 4.48: New training matrix for the LEFT HAND 

Figure 4.49 shows the results after the testing process is finished. 

 
Figure 4.49: Results of the testing process for the LEFT HAND 

In the previous illustration, values outside the linear path represent the number of 
images in the database that were incorrectly identified, meaning that the system 
failed to determine user numbers in the database. 
Table 4.13 shows the computations of the test process. 

Table 4.13: Results of the testing process for the LEFT HAND 
Number of wrong 

samples 
Percentage of error 

samples 
Percentage of correct 

samples 
21 7 93 

Figure 4.50 illustrates the new training matrix after combining the original test 
matrix with the target matrix for the RIGHT HAND. 
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Figure 4.50: New training matrix for the RIGHT HAND 

Figure 4.51 shows the results after the testing process is finished. 

 
Figure 4.51: Results of the testing process for the RIGHT HAND 

In the previous illustration, values outside the linear path represent the number of 
images in the database that were incorrectly identified, meaning that the system 
failed to determine user numbers in the database. 
Table 4.14 shows the computation of the test process. 

Table 4.14: Results of the testing process for the RIGHT HAND 
Number of wrong 

samples 
Percentage of error 

samples 
Percentage of 

correct samples 
51 17 83 

Figure 4.52 illustrates the new training matrix after combining the original test 
matrix with the target matrix for the LEFT HAND when we use the HOG feature for 
IIT DATABASE with LINEAR SVM. 
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Figure 4.52: New training matrix for the LEFT HAND 

Figure 4.53 shows the results after the testing process is finished. 

 
Figure 4.53: Result of the testing process for the LEFT HAND 

In the previous illustration, values outside the linear path represent the number of 
images in the database that were incorrectly identified, meaning that the system 
failed to determine user numbers in the database. 
Table 4.15 shows the computation of the test process. 

Table 4.15: Results of the testing process for the LEFT HAND 
Number of wrong 

samples 
Percentage of error 

samples 
Percentage of 

correct samples 
111 24.13 75.87 

Figure 4.54 illustrates the new training matrix after combining the original test 
matrix with the target matrix for the RIGHT HAND. 
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Figure 4.54: New training matrix for the RIGHT HAND 

Figure 4.55 shows the results after the testing process is finished. 

 
Figure 4.55: Result of the testing process for the RIGHT HAND 

In the previous illustration, values outside the linear path represent the number of 
images in the database that were incorrectly identified, meaning that the system 
failed to determine user numbers in the database. 
Table 4.16 shows the computations of the test process. 

Table 4.16: Results of the testing process for the RIGHT HAND 
Number of wrong 

samples 
Percentage of error 

samples 
Percentage of correct 

samples 
74 16.09 83.91 

Figure 4.56 illustrates the new training matrix after combining the original test 
matrix with the target matrix for the LEFT HAND when we use the LBP feature for 
CASIA DATABASE with QUADRATIC SVM. 
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Figure 4.56: New training matrix 

Figure 4.57 shows the results after the testing process is finished. 

 
Figure 4.57: Results of the testing process for the LEFT HAND 

In the previous illustration, values outside the linear path represent the number of 
images in the database that were incorrectly identified, meaning that the system 
failed to determine user numbers in the database. 
Table 4.17 shows the computations of the test process. 

Table 4.17: Results of the testing process for the LEFT HAND 
Number of wrong samples Percentage of error 

samples 
Percentage of correct 

samples 
57 19 81 

Figure 4.58 illustrates the new training matrix after combining the original test 
matrix with the target matrix for the RIGHT HAND. 
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Figure 4.58: New training  matrix 

Figure 4.59 shows the results after the testing process is finished. 

 
Figure 4.59: Results of the testing process for the RIGHT HAND 

In the previous illustration, values outside the linear path represent the number of 
images in the database that were incorrectly identified, meaning that the system 
failed to determine user numbers in the database. 
Table 4.18 shows the computation of the test process. 

Table 4.18: Results of the testing process for the RIGHT HAND 
Number of wrong 

samples 
Percentage of error 

samples 
Percentage of correct 

samples 
54 18 82 

Figure 4.60 illustrates the new training matrix after combining the original test 
matrix with the target matrix for the LEFT HAND when we use the LBP feature for 
IIT DATABASE with QUADRATIC SVM. 

. 
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Figure 4.60: New training matrix for the LEFT HAND 

Figure 4.61 shows the results after the testing process is finished. 

 
Figure 4.61: Results of the testing process for the LEFT HAND 

In the previous illustration, values outside the linear path represent the numbers of 
images in the database that were incorrectly identified, meaning that the system 
failed to determine the user number in the database. 
Table 4.19 shows the computation of the test process. 

Table 4.19: Results of the testing process for the LEFT HAND 
Number of wrong 

samples 
Percentage of error 

samples 
Percentage of correct 

samples 
191 41.25 58.47 

Figure 4.62 illustrates the new training matrix after combining the original test 
matrix with the target matrix for the RIGHT HAND. 
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Figure 4.62: New training matrix for the RIGHT HAND 

Figure 4.63 shows the results after the testing process is finished. 

 
Figure 4.63: Results of the testing process for the RIGHT HAND 

In the previous illustration, values outside the linear path represent the numbers of 
images in the database that were incorrectly identified, meaning that the system 
failed to determine user numbers in the database. 
Table 4.20 shows the computation of the test process. 

Table 4.20: Result of the testing process for the RIGHT HAND 
Number of wrong 

samples 
Percentage of error 

samples 
Percentage of 

correct samples 
185 40.22 59.78 

Figure 4.64 illustrates the new training matrix after combining the original test 
matrix with the target matrix for the LEFT HAND when we use the HOG feature for 
the CASIA DATABASE with QUADRATIC SVM 
. 
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Figure 4.64: New training matrix for the LEFT HAND 

Figure 4.65 shows the results after the testing process is finished  

 
Figure 4.65: Results of the testing process for the LEFT HAND 

In the previous illustration, values outside the linear path represent the numbers of 
images in the database that were incorrectly identified, meaning that the system 
failed to determine user numbers in the database. 
Table 4.21 shows the computation of the test process. 

Table 4.21: Results of the testing process for the LEFT HAND 
Number of wrong 

samples 
Percentage of error 

samples 
Percentage of correct 

samples 
22 7.33 92.67 

Figure 4.66 illustrates the new training matrix after combining the original test 
matrix with the target matrix for the RIGHT HAND. 
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Figure 4.66: New training matrix for the RIGHT HAND 

Figure 4.67 illustrates the results after the testing process is finished. 

 
Figure 4.67: Results of the testing process for the RIGHT HAND 

In the previous illustration, values outside the linear path represent the numbers of 
images in the database that were incorrectly identified, meaning that the system 
failed to determine user numbers in the database. 
Table 4.22 shows the computation of the test process. 

Table 4.22: Results of the testing process for the RIGHT HAND 
Number of wrong 

samples 
Percentage of error 

samples 
Percentage of 

correct samples 
43 14.33 85.67 

Figure 4.68 illustrates the new training matrix after combining the original test 
matrix with the target matrix for the LEFT HAND when we use the HOG feature for 
the IIT DATABASE with QUADRATIC SVM. 
. 
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Figure 4.68: New training matrix for the LEFT HAND 

Figure 4.69 shows the results after the testing process is finished. 

 
Figure 4.69: Results of the testing process for the LEFT HAND 

In the previous illustration, values outside the linear path represent the numbers of 
images in the database that were incorrectly identified, meaning that the system 
failed to determine the user number in the database. 
Table 4.23 shows the computations of the test process. 

Table 4.23: Result of the testing process for LEFT HAND 
Number of wrong 

samples 
Percentage of error 

samples 
Percentage of correct 

samples 
88 19.13 80.86 

For the RIGHT HAND, the new training matrix after combining the original test 
matrix with the target matrix is illustrated in Figure 4.70 
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Figure 4.70: New training matrix for the RIGHT HAND  

Figure 4.71 shows the results after the testing process is finished. 

 
Figure 4.71: Results of the testing process for the RIGHT HAND 

In the previous illustration, values outside the linear path represent the numbers of 
images in the database that were incorrectly identified, meaning that the system 
failed to determine the number of users in the database. 
Table 4.24 shows the computation of the test process. 

Table 4.24: Results of the testing process for the RIGHT HAND 
Number of wrong 

samples 
Percentage of error 

samples 
Percentage of correct 

samples 
74 16.09 83.91 

The following is a summary of the best practical results obtained from the 
experiments for the CASIA and IIT databases using two methods to extract the 
feature and two of the classifiers. 
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Table 4.25: Best results for LBP features of CASIA 
 PNN SVM (linear) SVM(quadratic) 
Left hand 91.67% 80.67% 81% 

Right hand 93.67% 77.67% 82% 

Table 4.26: Best results for HOG features of CASIA 
 PNN SVM (linear) SVM(quadratic) 
Left hand 91.33% 93% 92.67 

Right hand 86.33% 83% 85.67% 
Table 4.27: Best results for LBP features of IIT 

 PNN SVM (linear) SVM(quadratic) 
Left hand 81.09% 48.7 58.47 

Right hand 82.61% 50.87% 59.78 
Table 4.28: Best results for HOG features of IIT 

 PNN SVM (linear) SVM(quadratic) 
Left hand 83.92% 75.87 80.86 

Right hand 85% 83.91% 83.91 
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CHAPTER 5 

CONCLUSION 

In this study, we used the Local Binary Pattern and Histogram of Oriented Gradients 
to extract the feature from the palm print. After extracting the feature for each palm 
print, we used neural networks and the Support Vector Machine (SVM) to conduct 
the training and testing process, in addition to using two different databases (CASIA 
and IIT DATABASE), which contain images for the left hand and right hand. 
During the training process for each database, we used a different number of images 
for each, but in the testing process, we used the same number of images for each 
database. 
The experimental results showed a difference in the results of the test according to 
the feature used and the method of classification or test. The following is a summary 
of the results obtained. 
The results show that it is best to use the Cassia database, which reaches 93.67% if 
using the LBP feature and Neural Networks in the classification process because the 
number of images used in the training process is 6 pictures. However, for the IIT 
database in the same case, the result is 82.61% because the number of images used 
for the training is only 3. The best result for the IIT database is 85% when we use the 
HOG feature and Neural Networks in the classification process, while the number of 
images for the test process in both database is equal to 2 images. 
In this study, it can be concluded that the two databases provide better results when 
using neural networks in the classification process, where the use of the CASIA 
database is equal to 93.67% and when we used the IIT database, it equaled 85%, 
noting the difference in the feature used, because when we use neural networks, we 
were able to change the hidden layer size to obtain better results. moreover, neural 
networks are faster than Support Vector Machine (SVM). 
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From the above practical results, it can be observed that using the Histogram of 
Oriented Gradients (HOG) to extract the feature from the images often yields better 
results when we used the Support Vector Machine (SVM) and it can be observed that 
using the Local Binary Pattern (LBP) to extract the feature from the images often 
yields better results when we used neural networks. 
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